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Abstract 
In this paper proposes an algorithm namely max min Particle 
Swarm Optimization with load balancing techniques with the 
comparison of Swarm Intelligence Algorithms like Ant 
Colony Optimization. This algorithm is based on the task 
scheduling in grid environment. First of all we are calculating 
the QoS constraints to the PSO and ACO like, makespan, Cost 
and Deadline. Finally we had balanced the load to the particle 
swarm optimization, and compared with all other algorithms. 
We conclude the proposed algorithm is the best algorithm 
which is compared with ACO, PSO, Max PSO and Min PSO. 
 
Keywords: Grid, Scheduling, load balancing, ACO, PSO. 
 

1. Introduction 
The term “the Grid" was coined in the mid-1990s to 
denote a proposed distributed computing infrastructure 
for advanced science and engineering. Much progress 
has since been made on the construction of such an 
infrastructure and on its extension and application to 
commercial computing problems. Early defnitions for 
the Grid go back to 1998, when Carl Kesselman and Ian 
Foster dened the Grid as follows [1]: A computational 
grid is a hardware and software infrastructure that 
provides dependable, consistent, pervasive, and 
inexpensive access to high-end computational 
capabilities. Putting it in simple words, Grid computing 
aims to connect geographically distributed computers 
allowing their computational power and storage 
capabilities to be shared. With the rapid growth of data 
and computational needs, distributed systems and Grids 
are gaining more attention to solve the problem of large-
scale computing [2]. There are several options for 
establishing distributed systems, and Grid Systems [3] 
are one of the common ones for distributed applications 
[2]. Various Grid application scenarios have been 

explored in both academia and industry. The rest of the 
paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents 
Related work, Section 3 describes the Swarm 
Intelligence. In section 4 we describe the Basic PSO. In 
Section 5 discuss on the proposed work, load balancing 
problem will also defined clearly in section 6. Section 7 
gives the Conclusion of this paper with future work. 
 
2. Related Work 
 

 Ant colony optimization algorithms have been applied 
to many combinatorial optimization problems, ranging 
from quadratic assignment to fold protein or routing 
vehicles and a lot of derived methods have been adapted 
to dynamic problems in real variables, stochastic 
problems, multi targets and parallel implementations. It 
has also been used to produce near optimal solutions to 
the travelling salesman problem. K. Kousalya and P. 
Balasubramanie used task parcelling based Ant 
Algorithm for Grid Scheduling [12]. The performance 
of ACO algorithms for scheduling problems has been 
demonstrated in Ant colony optimization for resource 
constrained project scheduling [13]. Yarkhanan and 
Dongarra used simulated annealing for grid job 
scheduling. The Simulated Annealing scheduler is 
compared to an Ad Hoc Greedy scheduler used in 
earlier experiments. The Simulated Annealing scheduler 
exposes some assumptions built into the Ad Hoc 
scheduler and some problems with the Performance 
Model being used [14]. Abraham et al. used Tabu 
Search and Simulated Annealing for scheduling jobs on 
computational grids [15]. Genetic Algorithm for grid 
job scheduling is addressed in several works [16], [15]. 
The benefits of the usage of the Genetic Algorithms to 
improve the quality of the scheduling are discussed. The 
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result of this paper suggests the usage of local search 
strategy to improve the convergence when the number 
of jobs to be considered is big as in real world operation 
[16].  Shih Tang Lo, et al., introduced a particle swarm 
optimization (PSO) approach to solve the multi 
processor resource constrained scheduling problems 
[17]. An improved PSO Algorithm was proposed by BU 
Yan-ping, et al., against the optimal objective to 
minimize the total completion time [18]. This presents 
an improved particle swarm optimization (PSO) 
algorithm with discrete coding rule for grid scheduling 
problem. 
 
A heuristic approach proposed by Lei Zhang, et al., 
[17], based on particle swarm optimization is adapted to 
solving scheduling problem in the grid environment. 
Each particle represents a possible solution. The hybrid 
particle swarm optimization algorithm was proposed by 
M. Fikret Ercan [19], for the application of PSO in 
scheduling hybrid flowshops with multiprocessor tasks. 
In order to improve the performance of PSO, hybrid 
techniques were employed. Particle Swarm Algorithm 
for Tasks Scheduling in Distributed Heterogeneous 
System was proposed by Xiaohong Kong, Jun Sun and 
Wenbo Xu [13]. A distributed heterogeneous system 
consists of a suite of processors or machines with 
different processing capacities. Task scheduling is a 
crucial issue to improve the efficiency of this 
architecture. It simulates the process of a swarm of 
insects preying and works well in many global optimal 
problems [15]. In all these techniques, it is found that 
the resources are not balanced optimally. In this paper, 
an attempt is made to reschedule the tasks to the lightly 
loaded resources. 
 
3. Swarm Intelligence 
 

As artificial life and swarm intelligence techniques are 
increasingly being used for solving optimization 
problems, they have proven themselves as a good 
candidate in this area. 
 

This can be inferred by recent research in the area. 
 

The notion of complex collective behaviour emerging 
from the behaviour of many relatively simple units, and 
the interactions between them, is fundamental to the 
field of artificial life. The understanding of such 
systems offers new ideas in creating artificial systems 
which are controlled by such emergent collective 
behaviour; in particular, the exploitation of this concept 
might lead to completely new approaches for the 
management of distributed systems, such as load 
balancing in Grids [4]. Job scheduling is known to be 
NP-complete when we want to solve it on a single 
processor, therefore the use of heuristics and involving 

distribution is necessary in order to cope in practice 
with its dificulty [5]. 

Some of the algorithms are below, 
a. Ant Colony Optimization 
b. Particle Swarm Optimization 
c. Intelligent Rain drops 
d. Artificial Bee Colony 
 
These all the algorithms which was included in the 
swarm intelligence techniques. 

3.1 Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)  

Ant colony optimization algorithm is one of the member 
of swarm intelligence. Here some metaheuristic 
optimizations are used to calculate the shortest path of 
every colony. This algorithm is initially proposed by 
Marco Dorigo in 1992 in his PhD thesis. In this 
algorithm mainly based on the behavior of ants seeking 
a path between their colony and a source of food [6].  

3.2 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)  

Particle Swarm Optimization is a global optimization 
algorithm, based on the swarm intelligence. This 
algorithm can deal the problems which is the best 
solution is represented as a point or surface in an n-
dimensional space. Initial Velocity can be calculate for 
the particular particle will move their path known. As 
well as the communication channel can send to another 
particle which is moving on the communication [7].  

3.3 Intelligent Rain drops (IWD)  

Intelligent Rain drops algorithm is swarm based nature 
inspired optimization algorithm, which has been 
inspired by natural rivers and how they find almost 
optimal paths to their destination. These near optimal or 
optimal paths follow from actions and reactions 
occuring among the water drops and the water drops 
with their riverbeds [8]. 

3.4 Artificial Bee Colony (ABC)  

Artificial Bee Colony algorithm is a swarm ased meta-
heuristic algorithm.  This algorithm is introduced ny 
Karaboga in 2005. This algorithm simulates the 
foraging behaviour of honey bees. This algorithm have 
three phases. There are employee bee, onlooker bee and 
acout bee.in the employed bee and the onlooker bee 
phases, bees exploit the sources by local searchers in the 
neighbourhood of the solutions selected based on 
deterministic selection in the employed  bee phase and 
the probabilistic selection in the onlooker bee phase.in 
the scout bee phase which is an analogy of abandoning 
exhausted food sources in the foraging proccess, 
solutions that are not beneficial anymore for search 
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progress are abandoned, and new solutions are inserted 
instead of them to explore new regions in the search 
space. The algorithm has a well-balanced exploration 
and exploitation ability [9]. 
 
4. BASIC PSO 
 
PSO has been developed through simulation of 
simplified social models. The features of the method are 
as follows,(i)The method is based on researches about 
swarms such as fish schooling and a flock of birds. (ii)It 
is based on a simple concept. Therefore, the 
computation time is short and it requires less memory. 
(iii)It was originally developed for nonlinear 
optimization problems with continuous variables. 
However, it is easily expanded to treat problems with 
discrete variables.  
 

Pesodo code for basic Particle Swarm Optimization: 
1.  Initialize the swarm from the solution space 
2.  Evaluate fitness of individual particles 
3.  Modify gbest, pbest and velocity  
4.  Move each particle to a new position. 
5.  Go to step 2, and repeat until convergence or a 
stopping condition is satisfied. 
 
Flow chart: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1 :Flow chart for Particle Swarm optimization 

4.1 Position Updation of Particle 

Based on velocity particle position is updated. From the 
Updation pbest and gbest are calculated according to 
QoS constraints. 
 

Vi
k+1=ωVi

k+ c1rand1 x (pbesti- Xi
k) + c2rand2 x (gbesti- 

Xi
k) 

 
Xi

k+1 = Xi
k + Vi

k+1 
 
Where, 
  
Vi

k = Velocity of particle i at iteration k 
Vi

k+1=Velocity of particle i  at iteration k+1 
ω=Inertia Weight between 0.9 to 0.1 
cj = Acceleration Coefficients j=1,2 
randi = random number between 0 and 1  
Xi

k=Current position of particle i at iteration k 
pbesti=best position of particle i 
gbest=position of best particle in a population 
Xi

k+1=Position of the particle i at iteration k+1. 
 
Finally best solution is obtained from the fitness values 
of each particle, maximum value is consider as a best 
optimal solution. 
 
5. Proposed Work  
 
Here, we proposed a work on some QoS Constraint. 
Like, Makespan, Cost and Deadline respectively. 
Finally we compare the result to the ACO with  other 
works. 

5.1 Makespan Constraints 

The particle with the minimum time has the greater 
probability to be chosen. Initialization of particle with 
makespan as 
 

            Xi
k+1=ti x pj 

Pbesti = maximum(Xi
k) 

Gbest =maximum(Pbest) 
Where ti=Time of task,  
pj= Processor speed of resources. 

5.2 Cost Constraints 

The particle with the minimal cost has the greater 
probability to be chosen. Initialization of particle with 
cost as 
 
 Xi

k+1=maximum(Costj) 
 Pbesti = maximum(Xi

k) 
 Gbest =maximum(Pbest) 
Where Costj=Cost of each task,  

5.3 Deadline Constraints 

The particle with the minimal deadline has the greater 
probability to be chosen. Initialization of particle with 
deadline as 

Start 

Initial Particle with Random 
position and velocity vectors. 

For each particle’s 
position(p) eveluate

If fitness(p) better than 
fitness(pbest)then pbest=p 

Set best of pBest as gBest 

Update particles velocity and position 

Stop : giving gbest optimal solution. 
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 Xi
k = Di  -ti        

Where  
ti = time of each task, 

 Di =Deadline of each task, 
 Xi

k = Number of satisfied task with deadline. 
 
6. Load Balancing Problem 
 
Load balancing has always been an issue since the 
emergence of distributed systems. In a distributed 
system there might be scenarios in which a task waits 
for a service at the queue of one resource, while at the 
same time another resource which is capable of serving 
the task is idle [10]. The purpose of a load balancing 
algorithm is to prevent these scenarios as much as 
possible. For parallel applications, load balancing 
attempts to distribute the computation load across 
multiple processors or machines as evenly as possible 
with the objective to improve performance. Generally, a 
load balancing scheme consists of three phases: 
information collection, decision making and data 
migration. During the information collection phase, the 
load balancer gathers the information of the distribution 
of workload and the state of computing environment 
and detects whether there is a load imbalance [11]. The 
decision making phase focuses on calculating an 
optimal data distribution, while the data migration phase 
transfers the excess amount of workload from one 
overloaded processor to another underloaded one. 
 
See : (Fig : load balancing flow chart) 
 
This techniques are implemented by the following 
formula, 

             n 

  Rl = Max    ∑ t lj     ; l=1,2,3,….M       
                                 

i=1 

Rl = Position of the maximum Resource 
M = No. of Resource 
N = No. of task allocated to particular resource 
                                    n   

  Rk =  Min      ∑  t kj        ; k = 1,2,3,….M     
                    j=1 

Rk = Position of the minimum resource  
M  = No. of Resource 
N  = No. of task allocated to particular resource 
Tm = Interchange min task. 
Tp  = Interchange max task. 
Tm = Rk { Min (tn)} 
Tp  = Rl { Max (tn)} 
 
7. Tables and Result  
 

The proposed method is simulated for various 
combinations of heterogeneity of task and resources 
with different Matrix such as 128 x 8, 256 x 16, 512 x 

32, and 1024 x 64. Here, 128, 256, 512, 1024 represents 
number of tasks and 8, 16, 32, 64 represents number of 
resources.The performance of both existing and 
proposed method is evaluated by the makespan, cost, 
deadline. The existing and proposed method is tested 
using some range of ETC matrix. The result was 
compared with different QoS such as Makespan, Cost 
and Deadline. The existing and proposed method is 
tested using some range of ETC matrix. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: Flow chart Load Balancing Algorithm for PSO 

Begin 

Initialize all particle in max-min order 

Evaluate fitness value 

Calculate velocity, pbest & gbest 

Compare and update the fitness value with 
pbest and gbest 

Basic PSO 
Final 

Solution?

Update the velocity position  

Apply the Load Balance Techniques 

Basic PSO 
Final 

Solution?

End 
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 Table1 :  High Task Length High Resource Speed  High Hetrogenity Task Length High Hetrogenity Resource Speed 

 

 

 

 

Scheduling Algorithm Resource Matrix Makespan(s) Cost (Rs) DeadLine 

ACO 
128 x 8 

1017793.44 1932018.65 74.22% 

PSO 980844.59 1480133.78 86.70% 
ACO 

256 x 16 
1064909.53 1984450.25 75% 

PSO 1039684.95 1927818.26 77.34% 
ACO 

512 x 32 
1032971.56 1994438.15 58.39% 

PSO 1002418.96 1895836.29 82.42% 
ACO 

1024 x 64 
1084742.33 1947235.41 64.84% 

PSO 1061161.71 1912811.93 88.18% 
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Table 2 :  High Task Length High Resource Speed  High Hetrogenity 
Task Length High Hetrogenity Resource Speed 

 

Resource 
Matrix 

PSO MAX PSO MIN PSO 

128 x 8 980844.59 964924.6 978525.26 

256 x 16 1039684.95 1001629.22 1019247.61 

512 x 32 1002418.96 1007407.39 1026524.06 

1024 x 

64 
1061161.71 1042027.49 1063068.99 

Table 3 :  High Task Length High Resource Speed  High 
Hetrogenity Task Length High Hetrogenity Resource Speed 

 

Table 4 :  High Task Length High Resource Speed  High 
Hetrogenity Task Length High Hetrogenity Resource Speed 

 

 

 

 

Resource 
Matrix 

PSO MAX PSO MAX PSO 
LB 

128 x 8 
980844.59 964924.6 894296.94 

256 x 16 1039684.95 1001629.22 943012.86 

512 x 32 1002418.96 1007407.39 921413.17 

1024 x 64 1061161.71 1042027.49 925843.42 

Resource Matrix PSO PSO LB 

128 x 8 980844.59 954027.75 

256 x 16 1039684.95 968380.52 

512 x 32 1002418.96 929024.05 

1024 x 64 1061161.71 939735.21 
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Table 5 :  High Task Length High Resource Speed  High Hetrogenity Task Length High Hetrogenity Resource Speed 

 

Table 6 :  High Task Length High Resource Speed  High Hetrogenity Task Length High Hetrogenity Resource Speed 

 

 

 

Resource Matrix PSO MIN PSO MIN PSO LB 

128 x 8 980844.59 978525.26 874566.22 

256 x 16 1039684.95 1019247.61 945891.99 

512 x 32 1002418.96 1026524.06 930246.91 

1024 x 64 1061161.71 1063068.99 936800.34 

Resource 
Matrix 

PSO PSO LB MAX PSO LB MIN PSO LB 

128 x 8 980844.59 954027.75 894296.94 874566.22 

256 x 16 1039684.95 968380.52 943012.86 945891.99 

512 x 32 1002418.96 929024.05 921413.17 930246.91 

1024 x 64 1061161.71 939735.21 925843.42 936800.34 
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8. Conclusion 

Grid Scheduling is a critical design issue of grid 
computing. The major objective of grid scheduling is to 
reduce the makespan, cost and increase the number of 
tasks completed within deadline. The algorithm is 
developed based on PSO to find a proper resource 
allocation to jobs in Grid Environment. In this paper, 
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Algorithm is 
developed based on three QoS makespan, cost and 
Deadline. Results show that PSO is better than ACO 
according to makespan, cost and Deadline. Load on 
resources are also balanced for the proposed PSO, Max 
PSO and Min PSO. Better makespan is achieved when 
the load on the resources are balanced, with Min-PSO 
gives the best result. Future work can focuses to compare 
these result to other swarm intelligence algorithm and 
then finding the better solution.  
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